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Abstract—Classical saw-tooth Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radars experience a coupling between the maximum unambiguous Doppler-velocity interval, maximum operational range, range-resolution and processing gain. Operationally, a trade-off is often necessarily made between these parameters. In this paper, we propose a waveform and a processing method that decouples the aforementioned parameter dependencies at the price of using multiple receiver channels within the radar. The proposed method exploits the fact that beat-frequency signals have the same baseband frequency, even if the transmitted and received chirps occupy different radio frequency bands, and have different center-frequencies. We concatenate those baseband signals in the time-frequency domain to restore the range-resolution and processing gain. An overview of FMCW parameters trade-off for related waveforms and a feasibility and limitations analysis of implementing the proposed processing method are presented. The method is verified by simulations and experiments with an FMCW radar for stable, moving and extended-moving targets. We additionally have highlighted its non-idealities in the simulations and experiments. We found that the proposed method indeed alleviates the trade-off between FMCW operational parameters and allows the extension of the Doppler ambiguity interval without compromising on those parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FREQUENCY Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radars [1], [2] operating with chirp-sequence saw-tooth waveforms in deramping (stretch-processing) mode are widely used for numerous applications. Such as weather observation, automotive sensing and navigation [3], and biomedical [4]. The deramping processing concept is based on the mixing of the transmitted signal with the received echoes, resulting in baseband signals known as beat-signals.

After deramping – for a single point-target, the time delay between the probing signal transmission and the scattered signal reception will result in a single-tone signal, known as a beat-frequency, whose frequency is proportional to that target’s range. Range is therefore defined by frequency. To elaborate, this single-tone beat-signal for that point-target is observed during a certain time interval within the radar’s sweep time.

Classical signal compression is then done by converting this single-tone signal to the spectral domain. As a result, the point-target is represented as a sinc-function-shaped spectral line which has a bandwidth that is inversely proportional to the duration of the signal observation time interval. The conversion of this compressed signal from the spectral domain to the range domain (to produce a range-profile) is done by rescaling the spectrum grid to a range grid using a scaling equation. As a result, the sinc-function-shaped spectral line – related to that point-target – is converted into what can be called a point target response function (analogous to the impulse response function in pulse-compression radar). In classical FMCW processing, the width of this response function after scaling is inversely proportional to the transmitted bandwidth during the observation time interval. This width represents the actual radar range resolution, which is directly proportional to the target’s range localization accuracy. A radar’s range-resolution is a criteria by which the radar’s ability to separate targets that are close in range is evaluated. The radar’s chirp-rate defines the ratio between the transmitted bandwidth and the sweep time (PRI). The radar’s maximum operational range is defined by its maximum beat-frequency, which is typically set by a Low Pass Filter (LPF) placed subsequent to the mixing of the transmitted and received signals. Targets’ velocities are typically calculated from Doppler frequency estimation across multiple targets’ returns from multiple sweeps in a Coherent Processing Interval (CPI). The radar’s sweep repetition frequency (PRF) is therefore the Doppler sampling frequency, and in consequence defines the radar’s maximum unambiguous velocity. The FT is widely used for the estimation of target ranges and velocities, for its compatibility with most processing architectures, linearity and predictable latency.

The problem this paper offers a solution for is the coupling of the radar’s Doppler-velocity ambiguity interval – as defined by the PRF, with its range-resolution, processing gain, and its maximum operational range. This is in the sense that if there is an operational requirement for the observation of fast(er) moving targets, conventional FMCW radar requires the utilization of a higher PRF, which in turn reduces the range-resolution due to the reduced transmitted bandwidth because of the reduced observation time. But, if the transmitted bandwidth is to be maintained as it was before increasing the PRF – by increasing the chirp-rate, which is not always possible for legacy systems – the maximum operational range will be reduced due to the fixed LPF cutoff frequency. The developed solution shall not require any detection or a-priori information.
about the observed scene, shall be applicable to very-extended targets like rain/clouds, and shall only use the FT – as opposed to iterative frequency estimation techniques.

Previous work on the topic of decoupling FMCW radar operational parameters is here reviewed. The method in [5] doubles the range-resolution refinement without transmitting extra bandwidth, but is restricted to the chirp center-frequency being an integer multiple of the total transmitted bandwidth, and without improvement to the Doppler ambiguity interval. Under-sampling or antenna-spacing schemes are ways to increase range-resolution, but still suffer from Doppler ambiguities [6], [7]. The work in [8] utilizes a Bandwidth Extrapolation (BE) method which uses an Auto Regressive (AR) model to interpolate beat-signals to connect multiple RF sub-band returns in fast-time to improve the resolution. The technique is not suitable for systems with an LPF cutoff of a few MHz – in addition to a usually unknown number of observed targets – yielding a fast-time signal which would require an AR filter order in thousands to interpolate, which is very difficult to realize and implement in a practical system. The improvement from BE methods is also typically limited to small durations of a sweep, and it would not be realistic if there is a desire to increase the PRF by a factor of 2, since that would mean that half of the original signal would have to be interpolated. The method in [9] is also a BE technique for matched-filter processing and is not applicable to deramping systems. An iterative frequency estimation method for synthesizing a wideband waveform from discontinuous bands to improve resolution is presented in [10]. The method is free from restriction related to the maximum center-frequency separation between utilized sub-bands, but does not rely on the FT, making its latency unpredictable since it relies on algorithm convergence. An interesting approach which unbinds the Doppler ambiguity interval from the PRF is presented in [11], but requires the usage of time-shifted opposite-slope chirps, and is iterative along target-peaks, making it unsuitable for extended meteorological targets like rain. The method in [12] decouples the maximum range from the Doppler velocity interval by processing received signals in overlapping sections of two sweeps (using a synthetically stored chirp). That is at the cost of higher computational complexity and being limited to only using two chirps. For the high computational price of using neural networks, the work in [13] introduces a method to decouple range resolution from the PRF.

The solution proposed in this paper is the multiplexing of multiple chirps within one sweep, and a processing method that decouples the aforementioned parameter dependencies at the price of using multiple receiver channels within the radar. The processing method will exploit the fact that beat-frequency signals have the same baseband frequency – even if the transmitted and received chirps occupy different RF bands, and have different center-frequencies (with restrictions further discussed in the paper). The fusion of those – same frequency – baseband signals will be done in the time-frequency domain using phase shift operations. The solution will enable the radar to continuously operate at a high PRF, liberating it from post range-Doppler resolution improvement techniques which might suffer from Doppler frequency spectrum folding due to

the ambiguities related to a low PRF.

The novelty of this work and difference from previous techniques is highlighted in:

1) The first ever processing method for the coherent integration of frequency multiplexed chirps within one sweep/PRI – for deramping FMCW radar in the time-frequency domain, which allows the decoupling of the Doppler ambiguity interval from the maximum range, processing gain and range-resolution.

2) The method constructs a single fast-time slow-time matrix – with an extended Doppler ambiguity interval, restored range resolution and restored CPI processing gain – in one go.

3) The method does not use iterative algorithms with unpredictable latencies, nor requires any detection or a-priori information about the observed scene, and is applicable to very-extended targets like rain/clouds.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents related theoretical aspects. Section III presents the method for multiple sub-bands sweeps concatenation in the time-frequency domain. Section IV discusses the implementation feasibility of the proposed method. Section V presents simulations, experimental verification with real radar data and discusses the findings. Conclusions and final remarks are covered in Section VI.

II. THEORY

A. Related FMCW Radar background

An FMCW radar [1] like the one depicted in Fig. 1 transmits a saw-tooth signal which can be expressed as:

\[ T(t) = A_r \cos \left( \frac{f_c}{T_s} t \right) \cos \left[ 2\pi \left( f_c t + \frac{1}{2} \alpha t^2 \right) \right] \quad (1) \]

for \(-T_s/2 < t < T_s/2\), where \(T_s\) is the sweep time/Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI). \(A_r\) is the amplitude, \(f_c\) the carrier center frequency, and the chirp-rate \(\alpha\) is:

\[ \alpha = B_c/T_s \quad (2) \]

where \(B_c\) is the transmitted chirp bandwidth. The chirp-rate preceding sign determines if it is an up-chirp or a down-chirp. The radar receives an echo signal from a target after a time delay \(\tau\), which can be expressed as:

\[ R(t) = A_r \cos \left( \frac{f_c}{T_s} t \right) \cos \left[ 2\pi \left( f_c (t - \tau) + \frac{1}{2} \alpha (t - \tau)^2 \right) \right] \quad (3) \]

Fig. 1. Simplified deramping FMCW radar block diagram. The transmitted and received signals are mixed to produce beat-frequency signals, filtered and digitized for further processing.
range-resolution is therefore:

$$2\tau_m$$

where $$\tau_m$$ is the maximum system delay corresponding to the desired radar maximum range. A target’s delay is therefore related to its range as:

$$\tau = 2(R_0 + vt)/c$$

where $$R_0$$ is its initial range and $$v$$ its velocity.

In deramp (de-chirp) processing, the transmitted signal is mixed with the received one to produce – after proper filtration – what is known as a beat signal. This signal is in baseband and can be expressed – after simplification and discarding of usual negligible terms in a narrow-band system with no accelerating targets – for the $$n$$th sweep in a CPI, following [14] and [15], as:

$$x(t, n) = A_b \cos[2\pi\left(\frac{2\alpha R_0}{c} t + \frac{2f_B}{c} v t + 2\alpha B_s n}{c} + \frac{2f_B}{c} v t + 2\alpha B_s n}{c} + \frac{2f_B}{c} T_o + \frac{2f_B}{c} \epsilon n + \frac{2f_B}{c} T_o + \frac{2f_B}{c} \epsilon n)\right]$$

where $$t$$ is fast-time within the sweep and $$A_b$$ the beat signal amplitude. Estimating the frequency term $$\frac{2f_B}{c}$$ provides the target range. The second and third terms are the usual FMCW range-Doppler coupling terms. The target’s velocity $$v$$ is estimated from the phase evolution in the phase term $$\frac{2f_B}{c} \epsilon n$$ over multiple sweeps in a CPI $$(nT_s)$$, hence the 2-D FT typically performed on beat-signals from multiple sweeps in a CPI to estimate range and velocity.

It then follows that the estimated frequency term – known as the beat-frequency – is related to the target’s range, and that the maximum operational range $$R_m$$ is related to a maximum beat-frequency $$f_m$$ as:

$$f_b = \frac{2\alpha R_0}{c}, f_m = \frac{2\alpha R_m}{c}.$$  

The target range is then:

$$R_0 = \frac{c}{2\alpha f_b}.$$  

These relations can also be derived from the triangle’s geometry as depicted in Table I waveform (W.a). For the cases in the table, we can observe the $$(\tau_m, f_m)$$ relation from the drawings, in the sense that the LPF implementing the $$f_m$$ cutoff-frequency defines the maximum range $$R_m$$ in de facto. The effective bandwidth is related to the transmitted on by:

$$B_c = \frac{B_f T_o}{T_s},$$

which also expresses the degradation in the transmitted bandwidth due to the reduced observation time ($$T_o < T_s$$). The range-resolution is therefore:

$$\Delta R = \frac{c}{2B_c}.$$  

The unambiguous Doppler-velocity interval $$v_u$$ is defined by the PRF as:

$$v_u = \pm \frac{\lambda \text{PRF}}{4},$$

where $$\lambda$$ is the wavelength. The sweep compression gain (also known as the BT time-bandwidth product) [16] is:

$$G_r = B_c T_o.$$  

The total processing gain in a CPI is the BT product multiplied by the number of sweeps in the CPI ($$N_{\text{CPI}}$$):

$$G_{\text{CPI}} = G_r N_{\text{CPI}}.$$  

Note that waveforms presented in Table I will be further used in the paper for discussions, simulations and experiments, and that the frequency values are in intermediate frequency (IF) before up-conversion to RF.

B. Operational parameters trade-offs

The waveform in the first column (W.a) of Table I is to be taken as the reference case for the following trade-off analysis. If there is a desire to increase $$v_u$$ by a factor of 2 for the unambiguous observation of fast(er) moving targets, the PRF needs to be increased by a factor of 2. The options for this – in standard processing – are presented in cases (W.b) and (W.c), where the number of sweeps in a CPI $$N_{\text{CPI}}$$ is increased by a factor of 2 in an attempt to recover any possible processing gain loss. For waveform (W.b), changing the chirp-rate to cover the entire available bandwidth might not be possible for legacy systems, and will result in a maximum range $$R_m$$ loss by a factor of 2 for the same LPF cutoff frequency. The benefits on the other hand would be that the range-resolution $$\Delta R$$ and the processing gain $$G_{\text{CPI}}$$ will not degrade by a factor of 2. For waveform (W.c), $$R_m$$ is maintained in reference to (W.a), but $$\Delta R$$ and $$G_{\text{CPI}}$$ are worst by almost a factor of 2 – due to not using the entire available bandwidth – even for the same $$N_{\text{CPI}}$$. The improvements when using waveforms (W.d) and (W.e) will be covered in the next subsection.

C. Operational Parameters Decoupling

The method described in Section III exploits the fact that beat-signals have the same baseband frequency, even if the transmitted and received chirps occupy different RF bands. The method will show how these beat-signals can be chained together for further usage. This will mean that the more chirps the radar can transmit and receive, the more beat-frequency samples are available for usage. The feasibility and limitations of this will be covered in Section IV. These extra beat-frequency samples will mean that we can increase the PRF, and therefore increase the unambiguous Doppler-velocity interval (while maintaining the same chirp-rate and maximum range $$R_m$$). All that without compromising on the range resolution and CPI processing gain.

We demonstrated in previous work [17] that – for a single-receiver-channel deramping FMCW radar – the target response function width can be improved by concatenating beat-signals from multiple sweeps in a CPI. In this paper we demonstrate the improvement by concatenating two or more chirps from the same sweep/PRI using multiple receivers, which in essence decouples the CPI processing gain and range-resolution from the Doppler ambiguity interval, at the price of using those multiple deramping receivers.
The signal processing concept behind the target response function width improvement is depicted in Fig. 2, where the frequency spectrum width is defined by the 3 dB width of the sinc function centered around \( f_0 \) [18] [19]. This means that the width is inversely proportional to the integration time:

\[
\Delta f = 1/T_e.
\]

(14)

In the figure, the additional samples added to the signal were expressed in terms of time since it was indeed a concatenation along the time axis from two or more sweeps in [17], which in essence increased the integration time.

If the chirp sampling frequency is \( f_s \), we now propose the improvement to be expressed in number of samples instead of time (\( \Delta f = f_s/(KM) \)), since the extra samples come from the same sweep/PRI (as seen in waveforms (W.d) and (W.e) in Table I).

Assuming the time domain sample index in a chirp is \( k \), where \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), and \( K = f_sT_e \). The improvement in the target response function width can thus be expressed as:

\[
\Delta f_M = \frac{f_s}{kM}
\]

(15)

where \( M \) is the number of frequency chirps multiplexed in a sweep, and is therefore also the number of receivers in the system. This is shown in the drawings and calculations of waveforms (W.d) and (W.e) in Table I. It then follows that the...
improvement in the processing gain in (12) after concatenating M sweeps can now be expressed as:

$$G_r = B_T T_o M.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

### III. METHOD: Sub-bands sweeps Concatenation

Chirps form different sub-bands in a sweep are coherently concatenated in the time-frequency domain using phase-shift operations, as depicted in Fig. 3. As the steps will show, working in the time-frequency domain allows for better phase evolution estimations, and opens the possibility to extrapolate frequency slices to compensate for the dead-time region between sweeps as in [17]. The steps are:

1) Store the deramped time-domain beat-frequency signal output from each receiver in the system. These signals can be expressed as \(x_{m,n}[k]\). The receiver number is \(m\), and \(1 \leq m \leq M\), where \(M\) is the number of receivers in the system. The sweep number in the CPI is \(n\), and \(1 \leq n \leq N\), where \(N\) is the total number of sweeps in that CPI.

2) Take sweeps from all receivers to the time-frequency domain by applying an STFT, where a sweep can be expressed in matrix form as

$$A_{m,n}[l,y] = \sum_{q=-w}^{w} w[q] x_{m,n}[q - l \Delta f] e^{-i2\pi qy/W}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

with \(Y\) rows and \(L\) columns, where \(l\) is the STFT frame index, \(l = 1,...,L\), and \(L = 1 + [(k - W)/\Delta f]\). The analysis window length is \(W\). The STFT hop size is \(\Delta f\), and \([\cdot]\) denotes the floor operation. The frequency-slice index in the STFT frequency grid is \(y\), where \(y = 0,...,Y\), and \(Y\) is the maximum beat-frequency index. The analysis window (for instance, Hamming) is \(w\). The selection of the STFT window...
and hop sizes should be application dependent, and their selection trade-offs have been studied in [20].

3) Form concatenated slices in the STFT domain from all receivers as:

\[
P_\text{n} = [A_{1,n} \ A_{2,n} \circ C_{2,n} \ ... \ A_{m,n} \circ C_{m,n}]_{Y \times (M \times L)}
\]

where ‘\( \circ \)’ denotes the Hadamard product. The phase matching term \( C \) has \( L \) identical columns, and is defined as

\[
C_{m,n} = \begin{bmatrix}
e^{i\Delta\phi_m(f_0)} & \ldots & e^{i\Delta\phi_m(f_0)} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
e^{i\Delta\phi_m(f_Y)} & \ldots & e^{i\Delta\phi_m(f_Y)}
\end{bmatrix}_{Y \times L}
\]

where

\[
\Delta\phi_m(f_y) = (\varphi_m - 1.L(f_y) - \varphi_m,1(f_y)) + (2\pi f_y h).
\]

The frequency value at a frequency-slice index is \( f_y \), and the hop time \( t_h = \Delta h/f_c \). Since this is done in the time-frequency domain, the term \( 2\pi f_y h \) in (20) can otherwise be calculated by taking the mean of the differences between the – unwrapped – phase values for every frequency slice. Note that the phase matching operations ensure phase continuity for each frequency slice when performing an Inverse STFT (ISTFT) in the next step.

4) Form the new time-domain concatenated beat-frequency sweep by applying an ISTFT as

\[
\bar{x}_n = \text{ISTFT}(P_n).
\]

IV. IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY AND LIMITATIONS

The following subsections analyze the feasibility of operating a multi receiver channel radar with waveforms such as (W.d) and (W.e) in Table I.

A. Receiver channels calibration

As will be demonstrated in the experiments section, multiple receivers used for the collection of beat-signals need to be calibrated in amplitude and phase. Mismatches in a fast-time slow-time matrix before – Doppler processing – can be thought of as the superimposition of a second sin wave on top of an original one that is sampled for Doppler processing. That then causes grating lobe in the opposite Doppler-velocity spectrum, which may be interpreted as ghost targets.

B. Maximum number of chirps in a sweep/PRI

Assuming the radar receiver channels implement a deramping Single-Sideband (SSB) I/Q architecture with the ability to reject negative frequencies, the maximum number of chirps which can be stacked in a single sweep/PRI – inferred from triangle geometry in the depiction of (W.e) in Table I – is:

\[
M_{\text{max}} = \left[ \frac{B_T - B_c}{f_m} \right] + 1
\]

where the SSB’s LPF cutoff-frequency defines \( f_m \) as in (7). It is worth noting that this assumes a sharp filter cutoff with no guard-band, where in reality, such a filter is difficult to realize. Note that the SSB receiver is what allows each radar receiver to reject interfering echoes from other receivers. This is in the sense that a positive frequency echo for one chirp will appear as a negative echo for another chirp, and with the SSB I/Q implementation, these interfering echoes can easily be rejected.

C. Maximum chirps’ center-frequency difference

For the same observed target with two different center-frequency \( f_c \) chirps within the same sweep, the beat-frequency follow the form as in (6). The only difference in the calculated frequency terms in the beat frequency \( f_b \) from (6) is then:

\[
\Delta f_b = \frac{2c(f_{c2} - f_{c1})}{c}.
\]

Since the method described in Section III concatenates beat-frequency slices in the STFT domain, the target will appear in the same STFT slice grid, as long as the difference is smaller than the STFT frequency grid resolution as: \( \Delta f_b < \Delta f_{\text{STFT}} \), where \( \Delta f_{\text{STFT}} = f_s/W \), and \( W \) is the STFT window length as in (17).

D. Limitations

The limitations for the proposed method are SNR, system non-linearities – in the transmitter and receiver – and accumulating concatenation errors. Low SNR will result in poor phase estimations and concatenation errors. Because of non-linearities, even a point-target will have a certain 3 dB spectral width dictated by the radar’s non-linearities [14] as: \( \Delta f_{\text{target}} = \Delta f_{\text{target}} \chi/100 \Delta f_{\text{target}} \), where \( \chi \) is the non-linearity in percentage. Any concatenation errors will also result in grating-lobes and spectral width widening. The method is also not suitable for targets which have a substantially high acceleration, to the point that a target’s beat-frequency changes within one sweep, with a value greater than that of the STFT frequency grid resolution. An example is missile tracking applications.

V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

A. Simulations

A simulation of the different waveform cases in Table I is presented in this section with the parameters in Table II for two point-targets. White Gaussian noise is added and targets are simulated for different SNR values (20, 13, 0 and –40 dB).
Fig. 4. Simulation results for the different waveforms in Table I. Two target are simulated, G1 and G2, with the parameters in Table II, and an SNR of 20 dB. The extension of the unambiguous Doppler-velocity interval allows for target G2’s velocity of 17.5 m/s to be unambiguously estimated for waveforms (W.b), (W.c), (W.d) and (W.e), as shown in (b), (c), (d) and (e) respectively. Targets’ response function width when using (W.a) – as seen in (a) – is almost restored for waveforms (W.d), and improved for (W.e) as expected.

The SNR values are for the beat frequency signal for a single receiver before any processing. Note that the chirp frequency values in Table I are in Intermediate Frequency (IF) before up-conversion to S-band RF, where the 125 MHz is up-converted to an $f_c$ equal to 3.315 GHz. This $f_c$ is selected to match that of the experimental radar in the next subsection. For the 20 dB SNR case, the range-Doppler results for (W.a), (W.b), (W.c), (W.d) and (W.e) are presented in Fig. 4(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) respectively.

The stable target G1 remains at zero-Doppler for all waveforms as expected. Target G2 has a velocity of 17.5 m/s, but $v_a$ for (W.a) is 11.3 m/s, causing the target to be ambiguously folded to around -5 m/s. For the remaining cases, the velocity is unambiguously estimated after increasing the PRF to 1 kHz. The target response function width loss for both targets is apparent for case (W.c), and its maintenance in relation to (W.a) can be seen in cases (W.b), and to a large extent in (W.d). A significant target response function width improvement can be observed for case (W.e) as expected. Range-cuts through the range-Doppler maps for target G2 are presented in Fig. 5(a), (b), (c) and (d) for SNR values of 20, 13, 0 and $-40$ dB respectively, where the effects on the target response function width for all cases is observed. In Fig. 5(d) the SNR is dropped to $-40$ dB, and the proposed method suffers from concatenation errors as discussed in the limitations subsection.

B. Experimental Setup

The method is experimentally demonstrated using the Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) PARSAX FMCW radar [21] mounted on a building roof on campus, as shown in Fig. 6. The experiment was setup to always have a reference waveform to compare against, and that being (W.a) from Table I, without causing any cross-channel interferences in the experiments. PARSAX operates in S-band with an $f_c$ of 3.315 GHz, has an IF of 125 MHz and a $B_T$ of 40 MHz. A block diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 7. The receiver channels were calibrated in amplitude and phase. The FPGA receiver cards (R-1) and (R-2) sample the
transmitted and received signals in IF after down-conversion. The cards are from Innovative Integration model X5-400M, with Virtex-5 FPGAs and equipped with two 14-bit 400 MSPs ADCs. An SSB I/Q demapping receiver architecture is implemented on the FPGAs with a 2 MHz LPF cutoff, and beat-frequency signals are transferred to a PC via PCIe interfaces connected to a PCIe-expansion backplane. Waveform (W.a) is created on the AWG Ch1. A waveform resembling (W.c) is created on Ch1, but with an alternating high and low parts, as seen in Fig. 7. Waveforms from Ch1 and Ch2 are combined in analog and sent to the transmitter circuit. A similar splitting operation is performed by an analog splitting circuit on reception. A depiction of the resultant combined waveforms is also presented in Fig. 7, where waveform (W.c) is realized using only the lower parts of the combined waveform (see horizontal shading in the figure), by extracting beat-frequency signals from both receiver boards on the PC in an alternating manner. Note that the starting phase is set to be the same for the waveform in Ch1 and the lower part of the waveform in Ch2. This allows Doppler processing on the lower part of the combined waveforms, and thus realizing waveform (W.c). Waveform (W.d) is realized as shown by the vertical shaded area, where data is extracted from alternating receivers as well. Note the triggering at 500 Hz and area, where data is extracted from alternating receivers as well.

C. Experiments Description

- **Experiment-1: A Stable Target**: The industrial chimney shown in the bottom left corner of Fig. 6 is selected as a stable target in this experiment. Its height allows the radar beam to be pointed to its top part, while avoiding most of the ground clutter. A measurement was taken before and after channels calibration to observe the effect discussed in Section IV-A.
- **Experiment-2: A Moving Targets**: A car on a traffic-quiet road on campus was selected as a moving target. A camera mounted on the radar captured its image synchronously with the radar transmission - as shown at the bottom center of Fig. 6. The car was driving at a velocity of around 12.5 m/s (45 km/h) away from the radar. The car will be ambiguous for a 500 Hz PRF, but will be unambiguous at a PRF of 1 kHz.
- **Experiment-3: An Extended-Moving Target**: A rain and clouds formation is selected as an extended-moving target. The weather formation at the moment of experiment is shown in the bottom right corner of Fig. 6, where a rain-fall rate of between 0.1 mm/h to .3 mm/h (from the color-code) is reported over Delft.

D. Experiments Results and Discussion

**Experiment-1 Results**: The results of the first experiment are presented in Fig.9. Waveform (W.a) – as a reference – is shown in Fig.9(a), and (W.c) – before channels-calibration –
in Fig.9(b) where ghost targets appear due to the phenomenon discussed in Section IV-A. Post channels-calibration, results for (W.c) are shown in Fig.9(c), where the ghost targets are still visible, but strongly suppressed, and an unambiguous Doppler-velocity interval extension from 11.3 m/s to 22.6 m/s is observed. An apparent response function width degradation is noted for the chimney (at a range around 1200 m) for (W.c) as shown in Fig.9(c), compared to (W.a) in Fig.9(a), and its close restoration via waveform (W.d) in Fig.9(d) in comparison to (W.a). A range cut across zero-Doppler for the ranges around the chimney is presented in Fig.9(e) where (W.d) closely restores the response function width compared to (W.a), but with a higher peak to sidelobe ratio due to method errors and imperfections as discussed in Section IV-D. Following the approach in [20], to relate the results to a detection scenario – regardless of probability of detection and false alarm – three parameters are measured. The difference in signal amplitude (loss compared to (W.a)) for the target peak is represented by difference peak-to-peak (dP2P), the difference in peak-to-sidelobe level is represented by (dPSL), and the target response function width at the −3 dB line is represented by (TRW). These parameters are presented in Table III, and a depiction of their definition is shown in Fig.9(e). (W.d) compared to (W.a) suffers a 1 dB loss for dP2P, and is 3 dB worst for dPSL due to concatenation errors as discussed in Section IV-D. As expected, (W.d) however improved the TRW from 11 m for (W.c) to 7 m.

**Experiment-2 Results**: Similar findings can be inferred about the results for experiment-2 as presented in Fig. 10. The car is ambiguous at a velocity of around 10.5 m/s via (W.a) in Fig.10(a), but its velocity is unambiguously estimated via (W.c) and (W.d) in Fig.10(b) and Fig.10(c) respectively – due to the PRF increase. The car’s response function width for (W.d) is improved compared to (W.c), and a range cut through the car’s Doppler-velocity bin is presented in Fig.10(d). The demonstrated improvement for (W.d) is less than the theoretical expectation of it to match the performance of (W.a), which is due to concatenation errors. The parameters in Table III show that (W.d) compared to (W.a) suffers a 2.5 dB loss for dP2P, and is 1 dB worst in dPSL. As expected, (W.d) however improved the TRW from 20 m for (W.c) to 11 m.

**Experiment-3 Results**: The results for the weather formation experiment-3 are presented in Fig. 11. The range-velocity matrix’s zero-Doppler is clipped for all ranges, and it is then thresholded at −40 dB from its strongest peak. A weighted mean Doppler velocity is then calculated for each range in the range-velocity matrix as:

$$\bar{v} = \frac{\sum_{i=\min}^{\max} i v_i}{\sum_{i=\min}^{\max} v_i}$$  \(24\)

where $V_{\min}$ and $V_{\max}$ are the minimum and maximum velocities in the unambiguous velocity interval respectively, and $v$ is the velocity. A Doppler width is similarly calculated for each range as:

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=\min}^{\max} (i - \bar{v})^2 v_i}{\sum_{i=\min}^{\max} v_i}}$$  \(25\)

where $\bar{v}$ is the average velocity for that range following (24). The mean velocity and Doppler width are also presented in

---

**TABLE III**

| Experiment Number | dP2P (dB) | dPSL (dB) | TRW (m) |<|---|---|---|
|-------------------|----------|----------|--------|
| (W.a)             | 1        | 2        | 2      |
| (W.c)             | 7        | 2        | 42     |
| (W.d)             | 1        | 2.5      | 39     |

**Results related to the target range cuts for the first and second experiments (Fig.9(e) and Fig. 10(d)). The difference in signal amplitude (loss) for the target peak compared to the reference waveform is represented by dP2P. For all waveforms, the peak to sidelobe is represented by dPSL and the target response function width is represented by TRW.**
Fig. 10. Range-Velocity maps presenting results for the car moving-target (experiment 2) described in Section V-C. The result for waveform (W.a) - as described in Table I – is shown in (a), where the car is ambiguous at 10.5 m/s, but after the PRF increase for waveform (W.c) (W.d) shown in (b) and (c) respectively, the car's velocity is unambiguously estimated at -12.5 m/s receding from the radar. A response function width improvement can be observed in (c) compared to (a), as can also be seen in range cut through car's Doppler bin. The demonstrated improvement for (W.d) is less than the theoretical expectation of it to match the performance of (W.a) due to concatenation errors as discussed in Section IV-D.

An average error percentage is used to quantitatively compare the mean velocity and Doppler width for the different waveforms. This error is defined as:

$$\text{error} = \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \left| \frac{x_r - \hat{x}_r}{x_r} \right| \times 100\% \quad (26)$$

where $R$ is the number of ranges tested for, $x_r$ is the mean velocity or the Doppler width for (W.a) as a reference, and $\hat{x}_r$ is the mean velocity or Doppler width for the waveforms compared against. The mean velocity errors for (W.c) and (W.d) are 11.9% and 12.3% respectively. The Doppler width errors for (W.c) and (W.d) are 28.8% and 18.2% respectively. Errors related to (W.c) are due to resolution loss, and errors for (W.d) are due to the method’s imperfections and concatenation errors creating sidelobes around the 5 m/s velocity point, as seen in Fig. 11(c).

The rain and clouds’ shape and velocity-spread are maintained when extending the PRF for waveforms (W.c) and (W.d) as seen in Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c), compared to (W.a) in Fig. 11(a).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel waveform and a processing method to decouple the Doppler ambiguity interval from the maximum operational range, range resolution, and processing gain in frequency multiplexed FMCW Radar. The method allowed the keeping of the radar’s operational parameters while increasing the PRF – to unambiguously observe fast(er) moving targets, without having to trade-off these operational parameters. The solution proposed was to exploit the fact that beat-frequency signals have the same baseband frequencies, even if the transmitted and received chirps occupied different RF bands, with discussed limitations. That is in the sense that these baseband signals can be concatenated in the time-frequency domain to restore any operational parameters’ losses due to the PRF increase. The price to be paid is to use more receiver channels in the radar. We have presented the method’s limitations and an implementation feasibility analysis, where we discussed the maximum possible number of chirps to be
multiplexed, and the maximum chirps’ center-frequency difference. The method is verified by simulations and experiments with an FMCW radar for stable, moving and extended-moving targets. We found that the proposed method indeed alleviates the trade-off between FMCW operational parameters, and have highlighted its non-idealities in the experiments.
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